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January 1961
CHRISTMAS DINNER - December 28th, 1960
The Annual Christmas dinner is probably the most memorable and outstanding club
event of the whole year. While the pattern of activities changes very slightly each
year yet each one is developed by a master mind and bears something of the designer's
personality and artistic resources.
This year the club was indeed fortunate in having Walter Coucill as its major
domo of decoration. The Hall was decked in silken banners with tapestries of the
King Arthur era ingeniously contrived by Fred Finley, Mac' Houstoun and Alan Collier
gracing the walls. Various swords, halberds and spears completed the transition of
14 Elm to King Arthur's Court.

*

Following the generous libations bestowed by willing stewards the procession
was formed - first the Executive Committee in all their glory entered to the caroling of Fred Silvester's mighty choir and then, the Boar's Head procession in all
their glory entering to the lusty singing of the Boar's Head Carol. Grace by our
Abbot Wevers was the signal to fall to. Swiftly the various courses were served.
None had a complaint so well had the staff prepared the repast.
The President called for a toast to Her Majesty the Queen which was heartily
responded to. Then came a tribute to our landlord - The St. George Society responded to by Wm. Bosley who was in good form and appeared unabashed by the expressions of the tenants.
The entertainment consisted of a session of the Knights of the Round Table,
slying called "Seven Knights in One Round" by Wm. Duthie in which various topical
allusions produced mirth. Secondly there was a "Knight School" which, to this reviewer, proved that in those days jousting was more miss than hit. Mention should
be made of the magnificent costuming of the Knights. The Merlin of Alan Collier was
a masterpiece - others who made the entertainment so successful were - Bob Christie,
Don Byers, J.W. Wevers, Art MacLachlan, Oz Stacey, Yvon Doucet, W.L. Shelden,
J.E. Manning, Tony Muntzer, Jim Hubbard and Howard Gerring. Music for the extravaganza was written by Horace Lapp and John Yocom played the piano.

S

The evening concluded with the singing of NOEL accompanied by Sir Ernest
MacMillan in his inimitable style of thunderous extemporisations.
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MONTHLY DINNER - December 3rd, 1960
a

Advertised as an evening of conversation (old stories told anew) the December
3rd dinner meeting proved to be just what it said. The pre-dinner festivities
brought with them the usual gay banter and a happy meeting place for friends not
often able to be together.
An extra special welcome was extended to A.Y. Jackson - visiting from Manotick,
and Hume Daykin after an absence due to illness.
President Ouchterlony referred to the passing of two club members - Herb Braund
and Fred Haines. Of the latter he reiterated what many members have said about Fred
that with all his talents he was a genuinely humble man and that as he lived with
beautiful things he was at peace with himself.
After the usual clatter of clearing dishes members sat back to hear what conversational clatter Walter Coucill had prepared for them. Walter ducked that one by
asking Sid Johnson (who is no mean raconteur himself) to introduce the evening's
programme. This he proceeded to do by interposing municipal political undertones
as he named three National Film Board films obtained through the good offices of
C.S. Band - the three were: Romance of Transportation (Lamport); City Out of Time
(Newman); Fantasy (Phillips).

*

Descriptions of films are always boring so we shall be brief. The Romance of
Transportation employed a color-cartoon technique and showed in humorous vein the
progress of transportation from the earliest canoe to the present day mad rush of
automobiles. The film is bright and entertaining but hardly does an educational job.
City Out of Time proved to be very satisfying being chiefly about Venice and
its tourists - in fact it was an excellent commentary on how tourists view the ageless
relics of the past. The wave washed lagoons, grinning gargoyles and bobbling barges
were so much better than the Truman-shirted, Kodak-equipped gawker from the new world.
Little Fantasy - a whirling indistinct creation with musical background was
beyond us, we kept wondering when the thing would blow up! The three films were
well received nevertheless.
Walter Coucill (still at a loss for conversation) pleaded with Sid to continue
-- this he did with his magical skill, chiefly with a handkerchief which mysteriously
seemed to pass through it pencils, coins and heaven knows what: Thanks to the operator of the projector - to the NFB, C.S.B. and S.J. a delightful evening's entertainment was brought to a conclusion.

The pictures in the hall for the month of December were the work of George Pepper
and his wife (Kathleen Daly). Both of these artists were fortunate enough to receive
an invitation to join the Eastern Arctic Patrol vessel on its annual inspection trip.
The Peppers were commissioned to write a Report on Eskimo Art for the Department of
Northern Affairs.

*

The ship covered 11,000 miles in three months. The trip was dogged by bad
weather and considerable fog especially along the Greenland coast. At Resolute Bay
the vessel was storm bound for 9 days - no one could get off the boat and no one could
get aboard.
The pictures these artists painted were landscapes and portraits of Eskimo people
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-3including many children. Some of these subjects were painted when they came aboard
for medical exams. Due to the unfavorable weather over 150 drawings were made and
these, we hope, will provide sketch material for many canvases and murals. By the
way, the Peppers were most fortunate to get on this trip - there are some we know
who have had their names up for twenty years.
Arnold Edinborough, Editor of Saturday Night believes he is just as capable of
killing sacred cows as his predecessor was some 40 years ago. (See Monthly Letter
November 1960.) A copy of the July 9th, 1960 S.N. accompanied the justified complaint. A reading of the lead article "Mr. Diefenbaker and his Time-Machine" proves
undoubtedly that the Editor of today's S.N. is a worthy warrior. Arriving as it did
during the week of the Toronto hearings of the Royal Commission on Publications it
is a singularly penetrating study of the Canadian publishing situation. On with the
joust!
The Christmas Varsity Graduate mentioned several club members. Gustav Hahn
recalled the meteoric display of 1913 which he was able to paint. He was an amateur
astronomer and a friend of the late Dr. C.A. Chant. Professor J. Tuzo Wilson was
pictured meeting some of the first year students of University College. Let us hope
the charming young ladies will be able to retain their gayety throughout their
academic years. Dr. Claude Bissell of the Canada Council was revealed in a new
portrait study by Yousuf Karsh. Dr. Thomas Howarth, Director of Toronto's School
of Architecture was shown poring over his model designs for the new York University
to be built in the north end of the city soon.

SR.

York Wilson is spending the next two years in Paris. He was able to exchange his residence with the new French Consul who aims to stay in Canada for the
same time. We shall look forward to Wilson's return after his exposure to the art
streams of France and the rest of Europe.
Lewis Milligan prolific contributor to the weekly press recently recalled for
the readers of the Shawinigan Standard some verses written forty-six years ago by
Vachel Lindsay, the "Tramp Poet" on the Congo which are singularly apt today.
"Boom, boom, boom
Boomlay, boomlay, boomlay - BOOM:
Then I had religion, then I had a vision,
Then I saw the CONGO, creeping through the black,
Cutting through the forest with a golden tack.
Listen to the yell of Leopold's ghost
Burning in hell for his hand-maimed host
Hear how the demons chuckle and yell
Cutting off his hands, down in Hell."

0

E.S. Torchy Coatsworth formerly Supervisor of Programmes on Film (CBC English
Network) has been appointed Programme Director of the new Ottawa TV Station CJOHTV which comes on the air in March. He joins Stuart Griffith and Peter Francis of
A & L fame.

I

-4MORE MUSICAL NOTES FROM HORACE LAPP
Unfortunately I have to open my letter on a note of bad humour, but I am in
one, and here is why. I'm sick of going to a symphony concert and watching one or
two musicians, every time they have a few bars rest, engage in working out crossword puzzles, tiddley winks, reading Li'l Abner, Lady Chatterley's Lover, pictures
of almost nude ladies, anything to keep their minds off what they are engaged to
do. Nowhere, in any Beethoven score do I see "104 bars rest and read "Pogo". The
surprised expression on their faces, when they look up and realize they have missed
their cue, is gratifyiing to me, but no help at all to the conductor or the symphony being insulted by their rude behavior. A symphony orchestra is not the House
of Commons. Mr. John Kraglund of The Globe and Mail, an alert and conscientious
critic with a keen nose and sharp tongue for flaws, incredibly seems to have missed
these little side performances.
After listening to countless variations of Handel's Messiah, I was thrilled at
the sane, middle of the road, and altogether brilliant performance by Walter Susskind
and the Mendelssohn Choir. I thought the choir was magnificent. Healey Willan also
said they were which proves I was right. I did hear a few murmurs that Mr. Susskind's
tempos were not too traditional - well, who knows what the original tempos were?
Certainly no one in the club (with the possible exception of Fred Shaw) ever saw
Handel conduct.
It would seem that Handel wrote foolproof music, which mostly always emerges
victorious no matter how you kick it around. Yea, verily, even Leonard Bernstein.
Having heard so many pros and cons, and not heard Carmine Barana, I sneaked
into Massey Hall much as Deacon Jones might have snuck into the Casino, to watch
Dixie Rose Lee take'em off.
I thought it was lots of fun, and enjoyed it, but I'll never know why they
preluded it with that hour of dull and sloppy Bach (both Sebastian and Christian).
This is a warning - if I catch John Sebastian with his Safely Grazing sheep around
Massey Hall any more this season, somebody is going to have boiled mutton for
dinner. Besides, I know now who really wrote Yankee Doddle. Sebastian put it in
the flute part.
A few Sundays ago I tuned in Eaton Memorial, and thought I was hearing the
Salt Lake City Mormons. It was David Ouchterlony and his choir singing. And the
the
Glory of the Lord. Reg. Heal and Jeanne Pengally are sounding very well with
new C.K.F.H. setup.
Two new singing voices in the club entertainments have emerged as outstanding
over the past three years. I refer to Oz Stacey and Don Sutherland. They can now
handle a tune with considerable dexterity, versatility and a trace of education.
My spies have been busy this Yuletide reporting on the many choirs and places
where they sing. Reports are very enthusiastic about the work of Fred Silvester,
Healey Willan, John Hodgins, John Weatherseed, and Charles Peaker. I went to several
churches myself and marvelled at the excellent programming and good taste of their
various services.
On my car radio (en route to Maple Leaf Gardens) I heard Dr. Leslie Bell
talking with Ian Cameron about the Mendelssohn choir, The Messiah, Damnation of
Faust, etc. etc., and enjoyed their many bon mots (that's French). Ian's voice
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-5sounds very well on microphone and I 'm quite sure a return appearance would be muchly
desired by us all.
Sir Ernest MacMillan was also on my car radio Wednesday night in a very interesting and colorful review of the Mendelssohn Choir from its founding by Dr. A.S. Vogt
until the present regime.
I think I missed hearing the name of my good friend, the late Dr. Fricker,
which disappointed me as I personally was able to see the admirable results of his
labors while he was their good shepherd. His work should not be forgotten.
As I wandered through the Annual Exhibition of the Royal Academy of Art last
November I was reminded of Moussorgsky's "Pictures at An Exhibition". That was probably why, encountering so many fine pictures by our own club members, different
pieces of music flashed across my memory. If you would like to know what they were,
I'll
tell you.
Artist
Franklin Arbuckle
George Pepper
"Jock" MacDonald
Frank Denton
York Wilson
Nicholas Hornyansky
Fred Haines
Alan Collier
Cleeve Horne

Picture
Procession
Emergence
Elemental Fury
Portrait
Landscape
Space Symposition
Six Beeches
Mountain Road
Dr. Chas. E. Knowlton

Adrian Dingle

Tomorrow and Yesterday - Seville
Portrait

Fred Finley

Music
Delius' "Brigg Fair".
Brahms' 1st Symphony - 1st Movement
Berlioz' Damnation of Faust (Hell scene)
Grieg Piano Concerto 2nd movement
Saint Saens' Phaeton
John Weinzweigs' Arctic Suite
Wagner's Siegfried Idyll
Ferde Grofe's Grand Canyon Suite
Healey Willan's 1st Symphony
- 1st Movement.
Albeniz' Iberia
Ysabel Variation VI
from Elgar's Enigma Variations

Dr. Charles Peaker, whom I castigated so bitterly, and publicly, but lovingly
last month, rose to my lure like the brilliant rainbow trout he is and wrote me a
letter. I enjoyed it and don't think Charlie would be annoyed if I passed it around.
"My dear Horace, How good of you to remind me publicly of my delinquency;
I am repenting in sack-cloth and ashes. Now, a Marry Xmas to you and all
you want in the New Year.
By the by, the "Canadian Churchman" the Anglican paper for Canada begins
a serial by me on the life of 'Joseph' -- first instalment this January.
Now, me lad, here is your chance to review the Book of Genesis painlessly.
I see I have unwittingly put 'Marry' instead of 'Merry' above; an omen
perhaps -- walk warily dear boy.
Cordially,
Charlie"

0

Being naturally stupid (ten years in grade one nursery school) I did not read
on my programme that "A Night In Venice", Strauss opera in the Festival, was directed by Mavor Moore. Fine direction it was too. Mazzoleni told me, and now I think
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you all should know, in case you were as stupid as I (or me), and didn't read it
either.
Mavor told me that the score, when it arrived from where they had last played
it, was in wretched condition, so wretched, in fact that an untold amount of editing
and revising was necessary. Apparently, I believe it was in Pittsburgh, the producer, in a frenzy of authenticity, had added Miss Somebody and her flock of pigeons
to the show.
The first horn player must have sat in a very exposed position, because, somewhere on his horn part he had written "Play eight bars, and duck for cover."
H.L.

OBITUARY
On December 10th, 1960 the Ontario College of Art lost one of its most distinguished teachers in the person of James W.G. Macdonald. He was a founding member
of the Canadian Group of Painters and the Painters XI. He was born in Scotland and
received his art education from the Edinburgh College of Art. In his time he had
been head of the design department Vancouver School of Art and a director of the
British Columbia College of Art. He had also headed the art department in the
Provincial Institute of Technology and Art in Calgary and instructed in summer school
at Banff. His works are represented in the National Gallery of Canada, the Toronto
Art Gallery and Hart House.

THE LIBRARY
The etymologists of the Club should be as pleased as Punch (See Punchinello)
with the latest acquisition for the Reference shelf. It is titled Origins, and is
by Eric Partridge. Perhaps the best way to introduce it to members is to offer a
quotation from the review of the Times Literary Supplement: "This book is a notable
achievement. Its author sets a new fashion in the presentation of an old science.
By rigorous selection and skilful organization he has succeeded in giving word-lovers
a compact lexicon that is both abundantly informative and delightfully readable."
Volume I of Functie En Vorm, a book devoted to the illustration of industrial
design in the Netherlands, is now in the library. The Institute For Industrial Design was founded in 1950 on the initiative of Dutch industrial circles and in the
first year of its existence amalgamated with the Association For Art In Industry.
The text of the book is in four languages, and there are 117 pages of photographic
reproductions.

*

Six exhibition catalogues were obtained last Fall from the Montreal Museum of
Fine Arts. These are as follows: Eskimo Sculpture, the catalogue of a 1955 exhibition arranged by the Department of Northern Affairs and by the National Gallery;
Catalogue Of Paintings, the 1960 edition of the Museum's collection of paintings;
77th Annual Spring Exhibition, a catalogue of the 1960 exhibition which coincides
with the celebrations of the Montreal Museum's Centenary; Canada Collects, a catalogue
of the exhibition of European paintings which inaugurated the 100-year celebrations;
Eleven Artists, a catalogue of an exhibition of 10 works of each of 11 Canadian
artists; Mural Paintings From Ajanta, a catalogue describing murals in cave temples
zf India and Ceylon, replicas of which were exhibited at the Museum in 1955.
H. B.
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February 1961
Monthly Dinner

January 28th 1961

of the MeadowThe Editor was out of town when the Club was treated to a description
vale Botanical Garden by its prime mover Howard Grubb (Dunnington-Grubb to the plants).
ApparHe (the Editor) has had to rely on friends for an account of the proceedings.
The
variety.
helpful
the
of
all
ently there was considerable audience participation
the
in
it
nurture
to
generations
future
Meadowvale project is an idea - it is up to
manner its founders have planned. Its purposes are
"1.

To assist the general public in the layout of the home grounds
and the choice of planting material.

2.

To make available for inspection growing examples of the best
varieties of evergreens, trees, shrubs, and flowering plants.

3.

To give instruction in gardening by means of lectures and
horticultural tours in the grounds.

4.

Horticultural research by testing new plants for suitability
in Canada.

5.

To awaken interest in plant life by education."

The site comprises over a hundred acres with more than a mile of west bank Credit
River frontage.
Monthly Dinner

February 25th 1961

for
Club Dinner entertainments seem to rely almost exclusively on colored slides
need
did not
support but Anthony Adamson's talk on Upper Canada Village really
pictures. This
the
showing
before
project
the
describe
them, so completely did he
throughout.
chuckling
fairly
audience
his
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which
humour
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rare
he did with
of 20,000 acres
flooding
the
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because
being
into
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Upper Canada Village really
buildings
and
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homes,
their
and
people
6500
of
of land, the displacement
section
pioneer
a
in
Seaway
Lawrence
St.
the
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resulting from the construction
the St.
to
appointed
was
Adamson
Tony
waterway.
the
to
of old Ontario contiguous
generous
a
by
HERITAGE
OUR
preserving
with
charged
Lawrence Development Commission
money.
their
for
something
with
government with a view to providing U.S. tourists
the
The Commission had a free hand in choosing condemned buildings - moving them to
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new site and renovating them for posterity. That they have planned and worked well
is a tribute to their resourcefulness, energy and painstaking research. The village
will be open to the Public in June. The visitor will see a reproduction of a loyalist
shanty, well known inns, 16 homes, 4 churches, stores and a schoolmaster's house.
In all the 53 acres set aside for this project can be compared to a Williamsburg
without the elaborate industrial preoccupation. Upper Canada Village will, it is
hoped, be a history telling village to be used to explain to people the heritage that
is ours.
Walter Coucill who introduced the speaker once more scored a bull's eye as chairman
of the Entertainment Committee and had the pleasure of expressing the thanks of those
present some 90 minutes later for a most interesting evening.

(Too late for the January letter)
The Christmas entertainment was repeated for the benefit of the ladies on January
llth - repeated, we say, but with very important additions. Jack Prior revealed
himself as no mean conjurer. His act was introduced by Merlin (Bob Christie) who
transformed himself in a blinding flash to Jack Prior. The audience was completely
mystified as must have been Stan Cooper whose elbow was made to pour out gallons of
water. We liked the parasol trick which was repeated again and again without a clue
being evident.
The Master of Ceremonies, Walter Coucill introduced our madcap Horace Lapp who gave
us a lecture on the Fugue. He then proceeded to punish the piano and finally settled
down to a recital which was much enjoyed.
At the conclusion of the show Walter dragged out - yes he had to drag - these modest
stage hands for a bow - without whose hard work no show could go on - Roly Pincoe,
Oxford McNeil and Jack French. Bill Howard was seen carrying some refreshments to
the back stage boys.

Blame it on Merlin, not the Editor.
In the January letter it was stated that Merlin's costume was magnificent - it was,
but it was not covering Alan Collier - it was Bob Christie. What's a beard among
friends? Our apologies of course are offered to Merlin.

We welcome to the Professional membership of the Club William J. Withrow,
Curator of the Art Gallery of Toronto. His first big job is caring for the very
popular Van Gogh show. Also Rev. Kenneth W. Scott of St. Paul's Church.

Congratulations to Eric Arthur whose son Paul has just received an award from the
Art Directors Club of Toronto for his work as Editor of Canadian Art.
Professor J.W. Wevers gave a research report on the Linguistic Society of Toronto's
project in "English as a Second Language" to the Ontario Educational Research Council
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on December 12th. We wonder what research material this learned gentleman picks up
at Club luncheons'
Dr. Arnold Walter has been lecturing in Japan at the request of the Musashino Academy
in Tokyo. This was done with the assistance of the Canada Council.
We are indebted to the following members for raising the average respectability of
Club membership:
His Excellency Paul A. Bridle, who was recently appointed Canadian Ambassador to
Turkey. His Excellency James George who is Canada's High Commissioner to Ceylon
and His Excellency William Arthur Irwin who is Canadian Ambassador to Mexico.

Eric Aldwinckle is doing some interesting things for the Junior Round-up programme
of the Canadian Broadcasting Commission. He is making a very good job of helping
young people think for themselves by relating history to modern times. He uses
drawings, graphics and writes scripts. He is revealing the world of invention and
the world of the unknown to the receptive minds of the young already saturated with
Westerns and dismal jazz. The present series will last well into May. Consult your
CBC Times for details.

S

A striking tribute to Dr. E. J. Pratt was paid by the CBC on February 7th when they
devoted a half-hour period on "Close-Up" to an interview by J. Frank Willis. Their
conversation, an unusually relaxed, intimate one, was filmed last summer in the
Edwards Gardens.
Listening to this conversation we got the impression that Dr. Pratt
primarily enjoyed living just for fun and only wrote his poetry as an outlet for his
tremendous vitality. We enjoyed the long pauses when he cocked his head to one side
and extracted fragments of his varied experiences.

Some members - particularly recent members - have asked about the coats of arms
hanging in the Hall and the significance of the humorous emblems depicted on them.
The original banners were designed and executed by Scott Carter and the late
J.E.H. MacDonald. They were renovated and made more permanent by the late Robert
Hubbard. After considerable research the interpretations of these arms were made
by Horace Corner and published in the Monthly Letter in 1958. If two or three requests are made to the Editor they will be reprinted. Remember, knowledge is power
and he who can explain these delightful fantasies to a guest or a fellow member will
surely raise himself to Olympian heights.

Many Club members are mentioned by name in a biography of Taylor Statten by C.A.M.
Edwards published recently by The Ryerson Press. Taylor Statten known for his
pioneering work in boys' work and camping, was the father-in-law of Dr. J. Harry Ebbs.
He enjoyed the close friendship of Stuart L. Thompson, Dr. C. E. Hendry, Joseph
McCulley, Chuck Matthews and many many others. - By all means read the book - it is
a fascinating story of one who dedicated his life to youth and its potentials.

I*

-4David Ouchterlony, our worthy President, was the subject of an interesting article
in the United Church Observer recently. Not only that but he made the cover as he
sat at the console of the Timothy Eaton Memorial Church organ. We liked his expression as he turned towards his choir as if to say "Come now, let's give it all we've
got!"

Congratulations to John Coulter and Eric Freifeld both of whom have received Canadian
Council fellowships.
Sleep

My

Pretty

One

A Play by John Coulter
THEATRE
Centre Stage. Bloor Street East, Toronto.
parking facilities.)
DATE - Friday April 14 - Saturday April 22.
TICKETS - $2.00

(Opposite subway station.
Eight performances.

(Available at $1.50 for block bookings)

Plentiful

8:30 pm.

'Phone WA 5-8093.

SEATS - Centre Stage has been reconditioned as a small intimate modern theatre,
seating 250 in tiers giving a clear view of the stage.
PARTIES - The discount of one dollar on each pair of seats bought at the reduced
block-booking rate would provide $125 for any group who took over the 250-seat house
for one performance.
CAST - Pamela Terry (Anne).
Barbara Field (Flora).
Eleanor Beecroft (Sheila).
Ivor Jackson (The Professor).
Rex Sevenoaks (Dr. Quinn).
William Fruet (Rev.
Mr. Good).
DIRECTOR - E. G. Sterndale-Bennett.
THE PLAY - It is concerned with the deep and destructive conflict of feeling between
a passionate young woman (Anne) and a gay, spirited step-mother (Flora) whom the
widowed father (The Professor) would bring to the house. It is presented in terms
of contemporary staging and dialogue set free from cramping limitations of out-andout naturalism.
WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE PLAY SO FAR - Sir Laurence Oliver read it, bought an option
to produce it at one of London's West End theatres. Murray Macdonald - Daphne
Lauriola, and Roar Like a Dove - was engaged to direct it. When the production was
being set up, casting and other insurmountable snags developed which forced postponement, sine die.
WHAT HAS BEEN SAID ABOUT IT - Sir Laurence Olivier: "Engrossing.
dark power ...
It reminds me of Hedda Gabler."
(To the author:)
in you a formidable writer."

It has a certain
"We think we have

Murray Macdonald:
"It is a contribution to theatre which must be seen. A young
actress who plays Anne can make her name overight... Some of the dialogue is among
the best that has been written for the theatre..."
Dame Sybil Thorndike:
"Absorbingly interesting - what my husband and I would have
put on when we were in management."
(N.B. Dame Sybil had been shown the play by
Helen Burns who, like her husband, Michael Langham, had found it "very exciting".)

-5(When offered the role of Flora as a starring vehicle) .....
Bette Davis:
Beautifully written. I feel, however, from a practical standpoint, that the
"....
acting honours have to go to Anne, if she is rightly cast. I wish I were fifteen
years younger! What a part this is! Flora is also a good part - but in my opinion the play revolves round the suspense of Anne, and what she will do ... "
Mavor Moore:

"Absolutely magnificent!"

LAPP'S LITERARY LAPSES
HURRAH! and a lusty Bravo! for the Toronto Symphony Orchestra Committee. Last
Wednesday night they presented us with an orchestra of 100 men (count 'em). After
conducting that glorified "combo" of 85 players for so long, Walter Susskind looked
like the cat that just ate the canary as he faced that breathtaking "new look".
Wagner and Strauss were both there to show off the expanded orchestra to perfection. Not a beatnik in sight and everybody was very, very happy, especially
Susskind and the added 15.
On my car radio, I heard Sir Ernest MacMillan conducting a talent show from
Halifax. Harold Clinch played the Tschaikovsky B flat minor Concerto like a true
artist and pupil of Senor Guerrero. Performance was marred fbr me by a piano so
out of tune it sounded like a communist plot. It would have been a nice compliment
to Mr. Clinch, Sir Ernest and Tschaikovsky if the radio station had bothered to tune
that evil smelling piano beforehand.
For those who notice a slightly flat note in these musical lines, I have an
excuse. I am tapping out these notes with what is left of ten hacked and battered
fingers, the aftermath of another spree of my favourite but disastrous hobby carpentering. I attempted to transform an old homemade (by me) pine chest of
drawers into living mahogany. Right now it looks better than I do, and I wish I
had hired our two club magicians Jack and Sid to wave their wands over it. They
might be expensive, but a lot of blasphemy would have been averted and I would not
A spiteful
have had a swollen Hallux (big toe, courtesy Dr. Ruggles George).
exaggerated
with
Hallux
on
my
and
fell
my
hand
out
of
jumped
hammer deliberately
hammer.
for
a
and unnecessary glee, even
Samuel Hersenhoren did a half hour solo spot on CKEY recently playing Grieg's
E minor Sonata with Leo Barkin at the piano. I feel and hope that that occasion
calls for more appearances from both artists.
Reginald Stewart is in town after a recital tour of the Eastern United States
and Mexico. On Friday, February 24 he conducted the CBC symphony. To hear the
Firebird Suite is always a thrill for me and this time I was not disappointed.
Nursing my Hallux (courtesy Ruggles George) I limped over to hear Fred
Silvester's choir perform Handel's Oratorio - Samson, Part One, that is. I wonder
if Mr. Handel ever sees anything of Camille Saint Saens these days. Neither of
them thought much of Delilah, that's certain.
Fred's careful and painstaking rehearsals were quite evident as everything
came off excellently. He was both organist and conductor and carried everything
through to the last triumphant chorus. I was introduced to Samson afterwards and
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tell you more when
they do part three. (They're strengthening the pillars at Bloor St. United just in
case!)
Speaking of Handel, I have been touched (that's French) by Fred Shaw. He admits
to being at Handel's first concert around 1700, but insists that I was there also turning pages. O.K., touche, Mr. Shaw.
Ian Cameron's second interview on C.B.C. with Dr. Leslie Bell was reported by
my spy as even more interesting than the first. My spy is Pierre Berton's Operator
X, working for me in her spare time. She also reports an excellent listening audience
for the show.
When I was seven years I played the melodeon in Sunday School at Beaverton,
Ontario. Last Sunday night on CBC stage I played it again. Says I to myself "This where I came in."
One happy note -- I got paid - this time. I suppose this
sounds silly but Healey Willan DOES play the organ beautifully. After recording the
aforesaid melodeon, I hurried over to St. Marys for the evening service. It was informally formal especially when the minister left his pulpit and spoke to us, so
effectively, from the centre aisle. The tone of the organ is truly beautiful. The
diapasons sound like a flock of the most lovely singing French Horns in the world.
If any varlets try to "Baroke" that one I'll commit mayhem.
I hear John Hodges, whose talent we all admire, has defected to the enemy and
stands idly by while "they" baroke (my own spelling) that lovely old Cassavant in
Christ Church on the Hill. Repent, John! Restore those diapasons or they'll come
back to haunt you.
John Adaskin has just been hired for a job, which I know will suit him and
everyone else to a T. He will actually see to it that music by Canadians is performed, and if not, why not. We all wish him much happiness, great success and
many manuscripts.
Geoffrey Waddington conducts William Walton's 1st Symphony on CBC radio
Friday March 3rd.
Our congratulations to Terence Gibbs for so much planning, and producing
these concerts. May his tribe increase.
Major job for Mavor Moore assembling Spring Thaw for early opening.
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Beware the piercing talons of one Walter Coucill. He clutches his quivering
victim, flies with him to the barroom door, forces a stylus into his hand, and
there the poor wretch signs his life away until the Spring Review.
I like that story Reg Stewart tells on himself - the one about his first
recital in New York under the auspices of the Jolly Harradons or some other
clubful of women. In the handsomely decorated hall Reg received a tremendous
ovation. He was about to play a third encore when the lady president objected
vehemently. "No! No! Mr. Stewart, there's no time. You cannot play anything
else." Rather flustered Reg asked her why not. "It's the flowers, Mr. Stewart,
it's those flowers. We borrowed them from the funeral parlour and they have to
be back in place at 4:30 sharp."
I hope John will forgive my remarks about baroke organs. I think it must be
my Hallux again (courtesy Ruggles George). I don't like harpsichords either,
Hallux or no Hallux!
H. L.
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Cur Club, with the Royal Canadian Academy and the Ontario Society of Artists,
suffered a double blow when Fred Haines and "Jock" Macdonald died within two weeks.
They complemented each other in many ways. Fred was the organizer-painter, - he
held many executive positions: president of the Ontario Society of Artists, president
of the Royal Canadian Academy, President of the Arts and Letters Club, Commissioner
of Art for the C.N.E., Director of the Art Gallery of Toronto, and principal of the
Ontario College of Art.
Fred realized, while president of the Academy, that the organization was becoming senile, - controlled by elderly gentlemen. He was powerless to break their
stranglehold so he resigned his office in protest and thereby influenced a group of
younger men to amend the Constitution. There is now a category of Senior members,
over 70, who cannot vote or hold office and thus the Academy was revitalized and
has risen from that low point.
Fred led the Ontario College of Art for 29 years and in that time the student
body and the staff more than doubled. A prominent member of that staff, brought to
Toronto for that purpose by Fred Haines, was J.W.G. "Jock" Macdonald.
"Jock" was trained as a teacher and textile designer in his native Scotland
but his mature years as an inspired painter and an inspiring teacher were in Canada;
in Vancouver as a cohort of Fred Varley, at the Banff School, at the Provincial
Institute of Technology and Art in Calgary, and finally, after 1947, at the Ontario
College of Art. "Jock" became one of the handful of great Canadian painter-teachers
yet had still to reach his personal peak.
Men like Haines form the backbone of our organizations and provide the schools,
the galleries and the exhibitions in which men like Macdonald can teach and exhibit
and pass on their influence. Those of us who knew them well realize how indebted
we are to them.
Hugh Poynter Bell, honorary life-member of this Club, died in Montreal, Saturday January 29 at the age of 89. He will be remembered by older members as one of
those who, in its earlier days, was active and helpful among the men who laid the
foundations of this Club's future.
Hugh Bell took his M.A. at Cambridge and later studied at Kiel and Bonn intending to become a chemist. In 1912 he came to Canada and volunteered for active
service in the first world war, but on account of age he was placed in the Department of Information at Ottawa where he performed valuable work. Subsequently he
became first secretary-treasurer of Hart House. Later he moved to Montreal and in
1923 became music critic of the Montreal Star, continuing in that position until

1950.

Natural modesty, even shyness concealed a fine scholarly mind and a particularly wide knowledge of music. Few of his most intimate friends knew that he was
an accomplished amateur composer. His works included a sonata for violin and
piano broadcast by the CBC and many songs heard in concert and radio. Even after
his retirement at 76 he wrote eight interludes for piano. Montreal musicians offered to arrange a concert of his compositions, but this his modesty would not
permit.
He came of a family highly distinguished in the arts. An uncle, Sir Edward
John Poynter, was director of the British National Gallery and President of the

- 8 Royal Academy. His mother's translation of Spitta's monumental life of Bach is
still the standard work on that composer. Rudyard Kipling was a cousin.
His work as a music critic brought wide recognition. Announcing his retirement, the Montreal Star said: - "Mr. Bell has built up a high reputation as a constructive, informative and illuminating critic. He has performed an invaluable
service to the musical community of Montreal by the encouragement and guidance he
has at all times given struggling musicians. For this alone the community owes
him a deep debt of gratitude."
At the time of his death the Montreal Gazette said: - "He went his own way,
enjoying his work, doing it with unfailing taste and fairness, and gaining from
all who knew him special feelings of amiable respect --- the special kind of
respect earned by one who asked little from others, whose diffidence enclosed an
inner self-sufficiency and an integrity that none could ever question."
The Montreal Arts Club made him an honorary member on his retirement in
appreciation for what he had done for music in that city, and as an amateur painter
of considerable ability he was active in the drawing and painting classes conducted
by that Club.

THE LIBRARY
Periodically this department attempts to draw attention to certain of the periodicals
displayed in the lounge and the library. During the past month a variety of new
periodicals have been drawing attention to themselves by staring unabashed from
pegboards set in each of the four corners of the lounge. Two discreet little signs complete with a spelling error - have indicated that this special display was arranged
to acquaint members with some of the better literary and art periodicals currently
being published.
Copies of 28 magazines were collected for this exhibition. (Some assistance was obtained from Wittenborn & Company of New York City, the American representative for a
number of foreign publications.) For the artist's inspection there are such items as
Art International, Pantheon, Ark, and Twentieth Century; for the architect such items
as Zodiac, Quadrum, Form, and L'Architecttura; for the reader such items as the Hudson,
Partisan, Kenyon, and Evergreen Reviews; for the man of catholic taste such items as
New Graphic Design, Das Kunstwerk, Daedelus, and Film Quarterly.
It is hoped that members who feel strongly about the value or interest of any particular one of these publications will so inform the librarian in order that consideration might be given to adding the title to next year's subscription list. As an
adjunct to this statement, it may be pointed out that three titles have been added
to the current year's subscription list; these are: Art News (probably the most informative of the American art magazines); Encounter (a highly-recommended vehicle
for international literary criticism); Motif (a handsome English quarterly devoted
to typography and allied arts).
H.

B.
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The week of March 19th will have to be put down as Education Week for members
of the Club - for on that day - a Sunday - there commenced such a bout of learning
that this writer will ever remember as University Extension! First, our President,
Dave Ouchterlony gave us via television - the Heritage hour - a lecture on the Psalms
and their singing - in a style so easy to take that before long we came quite expert
in Plain Song and other hitherto unknown nuances of musical lore. In our younger
days the singing of the Psalms at church was really a bore, relieved partly by some
mathematical games. If, for instance there were eighteen verses and slowly nine
verses had been sung we then knew that was half way - from then on the fractions
became more and more deliciously nearer the end. The seventeenth verse being
17/18 was just heaven! We should have known Dave long ago - we would never have
strayed so far afield.

On Thursday, March 23rd an unexpected Ladies Night was offered by our energetic
chairman of the Entertainment Committee, Walter Coucill. An evening with Miss Jane
Drew, visiting Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology proved to be
stimulating, and extremely educational. Introduced by Professor Eric Arthur, Miss
Drew gave us an illustrated lecture on Tropical Architecture which was mostly a
review of the principal work she and her equally distinguished husband Maxwell Fry
have done in West Africa and the Capital project of Chandigarh, Punjab, India.
Working in many cases in the face of shortages of building materials (and nearly
always money), respecting traditional mores, taboos, climate - this team has
achieved beauty and satisfaction wherever they wielded their pencils. Being extraordinarily adaptable, their achievements are breathtaking. It was indeed fortunate
that many students of the School of Architecture were present. In the question
period that followed Miss Drew was asked to comment on her present tour.
She made
two points: one was, why not put all those horrible overhead wires underground?
The other was, relieve the flat surfaces of modern office buildings with colour.
Some of the examples shown on the screen exemplified what Miss Drew meant - there
were beautifully contrived gratings on balustrades and colour blocks complementing
landscaping. It was unfortunate that more members did not attend this most
interesting evening.

Monthly Dinner - March 25th

*)

The final semester of our Education Week was the regular Monthly Dinner.
Previous to the learning there was one very special lesson the President wished
to put before the members. He asked our Treasurer, Philip Clark, to break the news.
From such a hardened moneybags, already smiling at the prospect come September of
the 3% Sales Tax, there came the utter truth that we are not paying enough to keep
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the wolf from the door. Interspersed with more or less continuous heckling chiefly
from Bill Sheldon, Philip steered the fateful motion through aided and abetted by its
seconder Bill Duthie. The Executive breathed a sigh of relief and then, after the
clearing of dishes - the meeting got under way.
Walter Coucill before introducing the speaker brought to the attention of the members
the splendid exhibition of the Canadian Painters and Etchers - on the walls of the
Club. He singled out Nicholas Hornyansky as having done more than anyone in this
country to bring the graphic arts up to such a high standard. A report on the show
by the pen of Nikky himself appears elsewhere in this Letter. The speaker, Dr. A.D.
Tushingham, head of the Art and Archaeology Division, Royal Ontario Museum, spoke on
Early Eastern Islamic Architecture. He illustrated his talk with colour slides taken
by himself in his travels in such fairy tale places as Ispahan, Samarkand and Bokhara.
He showed details of exquisite tile and brick work created by artists who knew nothing
of "cost plus". It is extraordinary how well preserved these buildings are and how
warmly they reflect the brilliant sunlight. We saw glimpses of magnificent mosques
and memorials of the mighty Tamerlane who established himself as king of Samarkand.
On the way home by subway, the tiling on the station walls seemed unusually bleak!
How very interesting it would be to let some of those Persian artists loose,
say,
as a starter - on the Dundas station. We must not forget the addition of one word
to our vocabulary brought to us by the speaker - the SQUINCH - a straight or arched
structure across interior angle of square tower as support for side of octagon. The
lecture was full of squinches. Thus we graduate "cum laude".

Welcome to the following new members to the Club:
Thomas J. Allen
David Peddle

Robert Schofield Morris
Frank Crane

The pictures on the walls of the Hall for April comprise a selection of the
Annual Exhibition of the Society of Canadian Painter-Etchers and Engravers. They
show a variety of techniques and a great advance in the graphic arts. We asked
"Nick" Hornyansky to pick out two works that are outstanding. One is: Harbour
Scene by Kay Cardiff - a lithograph with colour applied on silk screen. The other,
a Multiple Wood Block engraving by Tel Valius - this received the Sterling Trust
award for technical proficiency.
Nick Hornyansky has written the following preface to the show.
"The swallows of Capistrano seem to come to the Old Club in the shape of prints;
the Painter-Etchers show returned stronger, more exciting, without a sign of
repetition. One could call this collection one of combined media. As if the
making of a lithograph, a colour woodcut, engraving both in wood or copper,
wouldn't be difficult enough! In etching we see prints of two plates: one
etched deep into the copper, the second bitten in relief and inked with a roller
as a linoleum is. Yet this seemingly complicated way of expression means nothing
less than a sort of 'freedom of speech', that is, the mastery of the graphic
language is there to bring the artist's thought unhampered by any process
limitation."
Old Nicholas, who is somewhat a father to this show, seems to know it all
and is on hand at lunch time as often as he can make it.

-3The Globe and Mail has recently published a series of articles CULT OR CULTURE by
Harold Greer. The chairman of next year's entertainment committee will no doubt
wish to present Mr. Greer at a formal debate at which Alan Jarvis, Martin Baldwin,
Alan Collier, D. Mackay Houston and many others can really let their hair down.
Pat Richard's daughter - Patricia Richards - Mrs. Alex McEwen has recently
received word that her design for the flag of the Seychelles Islands has been approved by H.M. the Queen. Who would have thought that Pat Richards had a daughter
that had travelled so far to achieve such distinction! In an article in the Globe
and Mail on March llth Mrs. McEwen tells about her sojourn in the Seychelles Islands
- apparently, for the more avant garde members - a haven for the promiscuous.
Once again Joe Barfoot is in the money' This time he has been awarded the $100
Dora Wechsler Memorial for Sculpture in the exhibition of Canadian Guild of Potters,

The Canadian Handicraft Guild (National) and The Potters Club, Montreal. The current show is travelling across Canada and is now at the Royal Ontario Museum.

Dr. W. E. Blatz was honored by a large group of his fellow workers, friends and
admirers on March 4th when he was presented with a silver tea service on the occasion of his retirement as Director of the Institute of Child Study, University of
Toronto. We say retirement, but his successor Dr. Bernhardt will not admit that
Dr. Blatz won't be around for a long, long time. Dr. Claude Bissell spoke glowingly
of Dr. Blatz's connection with the University. Floyd S. Chalmers spoke of the early
days before St. George's School came into being - the forerunner being Windyridge,
located in the wilds of Eglinton Avenue. Professor J. Davidson Ketchum sang a ballad
recounting the highlights of the honored guest's life. This he did to the great delight of the crowd who appreciated the many fine points and allusions. Dr. Blatz'
acceptance speech was a masterpiece - he gave an imaginary slide presentation,
painting pictures of the past from his amazing repertoire. We liked the one about
one of his early attempts to enlarge the school - somehow he had to appear before
the authorities to get a permit. He had been advised to say that the alterations
and additions were for his own home. "Why do you need nine toilets?" he was asked.
One of his friends making an appropriate gesture to his head said, "You know he's
a bit cracked." He got the permit.
The pictures on the walls of the Hall for the month of March were by the Montreal
artist Miss Lorraine Surcouf. They were all painted last summer when the artist was
on leave of absence from her job. They depict Toronto Island before the planning
boys get too busy. These true to nature paintings of the dear departed yesterday
make us realize how fast we are leaving behind all traces of a less hurried age.
The pictures committee is to be congratulated for digging out this unusual exhibit.
By the way, the pictures (and many more) are to be found in a book with the nostalgic
title of "A Tearful Tour of Toronto's Riviera of Yesterday" edited by John Richmond publisher - MacMillans.

Congratulations to "Mac" Houstoun who has achieved dual distinction - elected

President of both the Ontario Society of Artists and the Canadian Society of Water
Colour Painters.

OBITUARY
Members of the Club will have been saddened to learn of the death in his
ninety-seventh year of the father of Past President Sir Ernest MacMillan. The
Rev. Alexander MacMillan, Doctor of Music as well as Doctor of Divinity, rendered
many years of distinguished service to his Church and to his adopted country, Canada.
Dr. MacMillan was born in Edinburgh and educated at Edinburgh University, taking
his degree in Divinity before coming to Canada. He retained an abiding love for his
native city and had a truly encyclopaedic knowledge of its history. He spent his
summers there for many, many years - indeed until the last two or three years of his
life. For a host of his Canadian friends, being taken by him through the Castle or
in and out of the wynds and closes of the "Royal Mile" was an unforgettable, if very
exhausting, experience.
A great contribution to his church was made by Dr. MacMillan as editor of The
Book of Praise for the Presbyterian Church and again, following church union, he
became the chief architect for the committee given the task of compiling the Hymnary
of the United Church in Canada. These monuments to his scholarly devotion remain
with us. To those who knew him and remember his alert mind, his kindly interests
and love of people, he will be sadly missed.

LAPP'S LITERARY LAPSES
Oz Stacey startled me the other day by asking me why he did not enjoy Richard Strauss'
opera Arabella which he heard on a Metropolitan Saturday afternoon broadcast. After
much deep thought, with a certainty of being considered unintelligent, unmusical, and
downright old-fashioned, I am going to climb up on the band wagon with him and admit
that I was bored to death also. I am sick and tired of listening to singing conversation and small talk even when it is counterpointed by a hundred piece orchestra and
"dolled up" with some of the most interesting music ever written.
With my neck still farther out on a shaky limb, I venture to say that half of this
singing conversation, if stripped of its musical chemise, would not make the grade in
the town hall of Creemore, Ontario.
This business of composers trying to imitate ordinary speaking inflections with actual
musical notes has become merely a pain in the neck to me and I am by no means alone.
At least I have Oz for company. Many singers say they enjoy it. If they do why do
they sound like the pangs of a cockroach "in extremis". I must admit I did laugh when
the tenor lead in Arabella belched out this memorable gem to his girl friend, "Don't
leave me in the lurrrrch!" I hope she did until he came up with a better translation.
He could even have said "soup".
The older boys, Verdi, Puccini, etc., used their music to cover up some pretty weak
and unShakespearean dialogue. Some of our later lights are using their music to
throw it in our faces.
And that, my dear Oz, is why I think we were both bored with Arabella. And this from
one whose sole contribution to our Easter scene and the musical world was two highly
Sintellectual gems, Peter Cottontail and Easter Parade.

-5Two short operas are blooming this Spring at Hart House Theatre. Mazzoleni
Barbini is the
is conducting a new work, "The Mother" by Stanley Hollingsworth.
If my botany lore serves me well,
maestro for "Maria Egiziaca" by Respighi.
Beckwith's "Night blooming Cereus" will not flower again for a hundred years.
That's a date
I can hardly wait.

One outstanding contribution this Easter was Mavor Moore's play, The Man
Born to be King. Within my memory Mavor has never done a bad play, and for sheer
fine theatre this was way up near his top effort.
Bob Christie was very authentic as Shadrach.
With neat timing, there was allegedly displayed an alleged drinking bout
It was allegedly not sponsored by O'Keefe's.
at the alleged German Club.
Dr. Charles Peaker's Lenten Organ Recitals at St. Paul's Church, Bloor Street,
The audiences were large and
were something to remember long and reverently.
devotedly attentive, except one overly vocal two-year old who kept on intoning
soft "da-das" part way through Healey Willan's Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue.
Her mother prevented justifiable homicide by liquidating her to the vestibule,
none too soon.
On March 25th, Dr. Peaker added the choir and an orchestra conducted by Sir
Our own Harry Maude assisted and I make note that his beautiErnest MacMillan.
fully produced voice is one of the few that can properly be heard in that huge
Charlie, what have they done with that lovely 16 foot open diapason on
church.
the pedals? If those baroquian vandals have thrown it away, make them put it
back.
I miss it.
Visited John Adaskin in his new Canada Council office. Up to his ears in
scores by Canadian composers, he is busy unravelling them to be performed on
programmes in many countries.
As Executive Director of the Music Educators of Canada, Dr. Leslie Bell
Apart from the tremendous importance
was in Montreal attending their Convention.
of this band of devoted people who are trying to raise us from the musical garbage
It rocked
slip made by Les in his opening speech.
pail, I must report a little
and pleasure to see before me the
I quote, "What a thrill
the auditorium.
dedicated representatives from the nine provinces of Ontario.
all the lovely Easter
One would have to own seven league boots to visit
St. Mary Magdelene's
Church services in Toronto, but I got around to several.
choir was very ambitious including in an excellent programme Palestrina's Mass
in, I forget what key.
David Ouchterlony combined Senior and Junior choirs in an impressive service.
I heard Reg Heal sounding amidst all the polyphony and a right good sound he had
too.
Ran out of breath before reaching Fred Silvester's at Bloor United but friends
told me the service was thrilling.
The battle between the critics and some of their victims goes on apace and I
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of work after the hockey playoffs.

I can suggest a good referee who will be out

The moot point seems to be whether one should know anything about music to
be a critic. Mr. Susskind thinks some musical knowledge is necessary and used the
T.S.O. podium to expound his views. Mr. Kraglund apparently thinks not and had a
cartoon in the Globe and Mail to prove it.
The late Jan Sibelius while showing a friend over his estate in Finland
pointed out the large number of lovely singing birds all about, remarking that
they were his friends and how much he loved them. Just then a large black crow
flew overhead. Sibelius glanced up and observed acidly, "A critic!".
'Gene Butt is conniving with Healey Willan about something. They're acting
very sneaky and both have a guilty look, so I suppose it has something to do with
a marriage of Art and Music. Vissi d'Arte all over the place. If I am still working for this sheet next month, I may be able to tell you what those two are cooking
up.
Mavor Moore's Spring Thaw opened with a jam this year, but not an ice jam.
It was a "nice" jam of hundreds of customers snapping up tickets at the box
office. The cast is almost brand new (three oldies and eight youngies). Judging by the sounds of revelry bursting through the doors on all sides, I would
prophesy that the show is in for its usual long run.
No slaves, no acting, no elephants, just beautiful singing, - Mr. Verdi
was on his own at Massey Hall, last Tuesday and Wednesday. The opera was Aida,
sung by The Mendelssohn Choir, played by the Toronto Symphony with a fine cast
of soloists. Ian and Meredith did not wear fezes. Walter Susskind wore clothes.
They all wore clothes. It was a grand evening.

THE LIBRARY
The problem of how to obtain for the Reference Shelf the best writings which deal
with an analysis of aesthetics has been neatly solved by the purchase of Problems
In Aesthetics. This excellent anthology contains discussions on the philosophy of
art, in all its forms, and ranges in time from the writings of Aristotle and Plato
to those of Berenson and Molraux.
Two purchases have been made for the Canadiana Shelf - Early Life In Upper Canada
and Maclean's Canada. The first of these, by Edwin Guillet, is a valuable source
of reference; it contains 318 illustrations, an informative and detailed text,
and an extensive bibliography. The second book contains 48 articles and stories,
and dozens of illustrations, all of which originally appeared in Maclean's Magazine.
An additional two purchases were recently made for the Members Shelf; these are:
A Tearful Tour Of Toronto's Riviera Of Yesteryear by John Richmond, and September
Gale by John McLeish. The first book contains reproductions of all the illustrations that hung in the dining hall during March; the second work is a study of
Arthur Lismer.
A collection of exhibition catalogues, obtained from different galleries during the
Sculpture In Our Time, Stainless
past four months, includes the following titles:

-7Steel Design, Finnish Arts & Crafts, Masterpieces Of European Painting, Alfred
Pellan, American Painting, Vincent Van Gogh, 89th Exhibition of The O.S.A.,
Berthe Morisot.

W. A. Craik has given to the library a copy of his recently published book
titled
A History Of Canadian Journalism, Vol. II.
As Honorary Secretary of the
Canadian Section of the Commonwealth Press Association, he has recorded the
last
years of the Canadian Press Association (1908-1919) and a continuing record of
the Daily Newspaper Publishers Association (1919-1959).
Stuart Thompson has
given his copy of An Uninhibited History of Canada, which contains the amusing
text of Eric Nicol and the satirical drawings of Peter Whalley.

MAY 1961
Klondike Party - April 26-29, 1961
How to describe this gay jamboree within the confines of a staid monthly letter
is beyond us! We shall just have to do our best.
It all started months ago, probably
when Alan Collier spoke at a Monthly Dinner on the glories of the old Klondike. Then,
with much reference to old prints, periodicals, encyclopaedias and even memories, the
past came to life again.
Under the patient and able hands of Walter Coucill who masterminded the whole
show, the Hall gradually became transformed into The Palace Grand - the Klondike's
notorious dance hall. Walter prepared a model of the hall together with scaled
drawings of everything that had to be made and turned the whole production over to
the volunteers who turned up on advertised work nights. It was remarkable how members
classified themselves on these occasions. Those born with carpentry skills undertook
the intricate jobs, those adept at scaling ladders reached into the rafters with a
nonchalance that amazed the landlubbers below. Artists painted scenery - those not
qualifying were permitted to "fill in" certain spots while others just hammered and
sawed and performed all kinds of labor with right good cheerfulness.

*

It would be impossible to mention all those who in one way or another were
responsible for one of the gayest cabarets the Club has put on for years. The
credits on the back of the programme bear eloquent testimony to the assistance
that Walter Coucill obtained so willingly and so generously.
On opening night the House Manager, Ian "Chilcoot" Cameron greeted the ticket
holders who in nearly every case came appropriately dressed. Attics and basements
were raided with great success. The proprietor "Arizona" Reggie Heal announced
the items while Mrs. Gerri Stacey coyly changed the cards - drawing Klondike wolf
whistles as she tripped across the stage.
Under the super direction of Bob Christie Uncle Tom's Cabin in eight acts,
each magnificently mounted, jerked tears from the hardened audience. It would be
difficult to single out the most beautiful scene but the translation to heaven of
Little Eva (Bill Sheldon) soaring above her death bed, must remain the high spot
of that undying melodrama.

*

The four gentlemen: William Thompson, Harry Ward, Harry Maude and Reg Heal
sang gay and lusty songs with tremendous verve. The Klondike songs arranged by
and accompanied by "Jack" Yocom added greatly to the spirt of the show nor were
the many bartenders slow in adding their share to the spirit of the evening.
A brief intermission permitted the serving of a real he-man's "lunch" pork and beans in generous size pots. It was evident that the menu printed on
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the programme was a bit of cook's artistic licence - who ever heard of FLEA SCUP
or PICKLED PTARMIGAN WITH SOBER SAUCE?
Part two produced a poignant reading of the Shooting of Dan McGrew - a Squaw
Dance executed with considerable vigour although not quite up to Ballet standing
and a return visit of Sid Johnson as Master prestidigitator, Sid as a somewhat
absent-minded and increasingly inebriated professor, in halting but shy resolve,
performed amazing tricks. His paper cutting finale with the words KLONDIKE PARTY
almost brought down the house.
A duet by Miss Vola LeRoux and Harry Ward proved to be so beautifully rendered
that rumour has it that its tender loveliness caused one member to "pop the question"
to his guest while the lady singer was asked to audition for one member's musical
society.
The evening went all too quickly. There was gambling in the Bonanza Room, a
real Victorian photo salon and a clock invented by Yvon Doucet that went backwards.
Every evening there was a surprise guest star to entertain - these were Horace Lapp
(of course), Bill Sullivan, Pierre Berton and Rick Campbell.
The decorations in the Hall comprised a series of banners done by "Mac" Houstoun,
Stan Cooper, Fred Finley, Al Collier, Art Thorne, Don Anderson and Det Voss. Even
one of Fred Finley's nudes was resurrected with its background changed while the late
Fred Challener's nude saw service again. We must mention Det's contribution DANAE,
the daughter of Acrisius, King of Argos. She had been confined in a brazen tower by
her father who had been told by an oracle that his daughter's son would put him to
death. His endeavours to prevent Danae from becoming a mother proved fruitless and
Jupiter who was enamoured of her changed himself into a golden shower. Det's humour
named her the original gold-digger. For those whose classics are somewhat wanting
we are glad to report that the union resulted in the birth of Perseus who did kill
his grandfather eventually.

The house committee is to be congratulated on the installation of the brass
rail at the bar. This addition to the amenities of the Club is a concession to
those old timers who find it tiresome to order their drinks without the inevitable
foot rest.
Mavor Moore is receiving congratulations for his production of Spring Thaw.
We hope to catch this before long but 20 million Frenchmen can't be wrong.
A letter from William A. Drake of Bergenfield, N.J. will be of interest to
those members who knew him when he was in Toronto. It was addressed to the
Treasurer and dear friends:
"Now that the winter is over and all of the snow melted away I will be
able to take care of my rose garden. I lost a few roses even though
they were well protected by me and the very high snow drifts.
My class of scenic painting of the Yale dramatic school in New Haven
will be over in 3 weeks and I will have time to paint some pictures
somewhere up the Hudson River. My son always joins me for material
for his pictures.
A collector from Toronto bought one of my pictures this month,
quite a surprise.

4
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"I expect to be in Toronto towards the end of August and September
so I am looking forward to what my father used to say, a good
dinner at the Club and a talk with many of my artschool chums.
Mr. Treasurer I hope you are in the best of health and all
officers of the Club."

the

Norman Alexander again is visiting the Old Country to see it "... now that April's
there". He expects to be back in early June.

The 53rd Annual Meeting - May 13th, 1961
It matters not what the excuse, the pre-meeting cocktail hour always seems
to be the main attraction of any Club gathering. Certainly at an Annual Meeting
when confronted with the full Executive like a Russian praesidium, members lose a
certain amount of the spontaneity they exhibited previously. However, the 1961
Annual Meeting produced a valuable response from members.
The main events were:
The singing of The Constitution set to music in 1922 by Dr. Healey Willan. This
year copies of the words were distributed. As usual, the choir was under the
direction of Frederick Silvester while George Lambert sang (or said) the recitative

Sparts.
Walter Moorehouse read a brief eulogy of those members who had died during the
year. Because Walter expresses so much in so few words we are taking the liberty
of reproducing them here.
In grateful memory of their friendship and influence we call to mind
with affection and regret our fellow-members who died during the past
year:
James Tate, May 21, 196Q
Business man, amateur painter of authority and member of the Ontario
Institute of Painters, Jim for many years was active in the Club, and
his presence always brightened the luncheon table.
J. E. Middleton, May 28, 1960
Journalist, historian and musician, Mid. left a worthy memorial in his
histories of Ontario and especially of Toronto. In all his works he
shows himself a connoisseur of the written word. A founder and Past
President of the Club, we remember him best with his pipe and Benny
Gould with his cigar, playing chess, - a Dutch Interior in slow motion
with the fireplace in the background, - that fireplace.

Elie Spivak, July 23, 1960
Smusic.

A noted violinist prominent as a soloist, and in chamber and orchestral
To us he is well remembered as one of the gentlest and most
kindly of club members. What a world it would be if we were all as
friendly and kind as Elie.

Percy Robertson, September 12, 1960
Long time member of the Club, a student and patron of Canadian art
and of choral music. From boyhood he was a keen yachtsman and at
his passing, the oldest Island resident and the oldest member of
the R.C.Y.C. A kindly and courteous gentleman of the old school.
Arthur Holden, September 26, 1960
For long an active member of the Club. Many will remember his
"Life story of the Humming Bird", a film taken in his own garden,
which covered a month of expert photography. He was an engineer
by profession and one of the pioneers in the development of oil
burners.
Herbert C. Braund, November 12, 1960
A journalist of many years standing and editor in Maclean-Hunter
business publications. A familiar figure at noon, he was the only
member on record who came entirely for the association of his
fellow members, having to forego lunch on doctor's orders.
Fred Haines, November 21, 1960
A striking example of a healthy mind in a healthy body. We shall
always associate Fred with pastoral scenes and especially with
trees, which he loved. He grew in stature with his beloved trees.
J.W.G. (Jock) Macdonald, December 3, 1960
Trained in Scotland as a teacher and designer, Jock came to Canada
and after teaching at the Banff School and in Calgary, became Fred
Haines' right hand man in the re-organization of The Ontario College
of Art. A 'Great' among Canadian Painter-teachers.
Hugh Poynter Bell, January 28, 1961
Honorary Life Member and active in the club in its early years. He
came of a family distinguished in the Arts and was a scholarly writer
with a wide knowledge of music. His work as a music critic was of
the highest order, placing him in the rare company of constructive
critics.
J. Lewis Milligan, May 1, 1961
As a poet, Lewis was something of the old-time bard who sang songs of
the past in traditional mode, and would not compromise with modern
realism. As a newspaper writer he showed a vein of satire and humour
and was widely read. One of the "old familiar faces" of the Club, we
look with sorrow on his passing.
In their memory I will read a short verse by Robert Bridges,- a confession of faith
of the artist,"I love all beauteous things,
I seek and adore them;
God hath no better praise,
And man in his hasty days
Is honoured for them.

-5I too will something make
And joy in the making;
Altho' tomorrow it seem
Like the empty words of a dream
Remembered on waking."
Let us rise now and pay them tribute.

After the clearing of the dishes the business meeting got underway.
Philip Clark, the Treasurer, gave a report filled with figures. It was divided
into two parts.- One, our day by day living expenses - we gather that with the
slight increase in meal prices and bar tickets we might break even next year. The
investment income or surplus nursed so solicitously, is really growing and brings
with it the possibility one day of owning our building. With so many different
accounts in operation, Philip announced LOSS after LOSS but drinking members were
cheered to learn that the bar account showed an agreeable profit.
Walter Coucill's report for the Entertainment Committee was a recital of the
names of those who had helped during the year. - The list is too long to include
here but it certainly shows that Walter's fine personality and charm worked wonders.
John Yocom, speaking on behalf of the Membership Committee pointed to the need for
more professional members. Club membership stands as follows:
211
Professional 140
Non-Professional
Total - 351
George Foord, Robin Strachan, John Fleetwood-Morrow and Harry Smith all contributed to a discussion on how to increase the professional membership. John
Layng of the House Committee was really able to report on improvements to the
Bar, Kitchen equipment, Library and the Lounge - (This means of course that he
spent some of the money that Philip Clark reported as LOSS - but it was a "loss"
well spent).
Of the new building (project Fantasy) John was glad to report ...
disturbing has happened."

"that nothing

Bill Howard - keeper of the props and costumes told of ever increasing costs.
Perhaps we'll have to do the Christmas Dinner in modern dress some time!
Librarian Hunter Bishop again made a plea for missing numbers of The Lamp He spent $487 on books and periodicals in the year.
Before announcing the election of the Executive Committee, David Ouchterlony
thanked members for the support he had received during the year.
The following were elected by ballot to serve for two years:
Roy Austin, Pro
A.R.G. Ament, Non-Pro
Reg Heal, Non-Pro

Don A.J. Byers, Pro
Fred Shaw, Non-Pro

H. Oswald Stacey, Pro
John W. Wevers, Pro

-6for one year:

Harvey D. Perrin, Pro

Those who have still one more year to serve are:
Robert Christie
Stanley S. Cooper

William Duthie
Frederick Silvester
Anthony Muntzer

Officers for the year are:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Ian P. Cameron
Walter Coucill
Philip T. Clark
Fred W. Kemp

The incoming President, lan Cameron made a plea for greater use of the stage and
theatrical properties. Pirandello all over again - in search of an author and
players. The chain of office sat well on the President whose first official action
was to adjourn the meeting.

Dr. F. V. Van Snell is recuperating after an acute form of appendix trouble. It
seems he was attacked, most unfairly, while he was driving to an appointment. However, he is learning the hard way, that Doctors also have symptoms that have to be
watched.'
Congratulations to Dr. R.W.I. Urquhart, Chairman of the Ontario Hospital Services
Commission on being elected president of the Royal Canadian Institute for the
1961-62 season.
John Fleetwood-Morrow sent along with his order for tickets for the Klondike Party
the following:
A bunch of the boys must whoop it up
At the Saturday evening show.
A wild, unshaven, fun-starved lot
A'rarin' to git on the go.
They scratched in their pokes for the last of their dust
And by poolin' the lot, had enough
To git them to town and into the pub
To cut-up and git a mite rough.
Six of 'em all told is makin' the trip,
With no lady that's known as Lou,
And if a Sourdough gets shot on this memorable night,
Rest assured, it won't be McGrew.
John also paid his fees with this:
At last we've made the grade, by heck.
To prove it, here a rubbery cheque.
This is indeed a happy day,
Tho' I can almost hear you say
"Well, at last we've heard from Morrow,
His annual tale of woe and sorrow."
"In frantic tone, with look so wild,
He'll tell me of his starving child,
His crumbling house, the pile of bills,
All this and many other ills."

-7Not so, dear Philip, do me no wrong,
No plea from me, no sad swan song.
This time I make my due renewals
By hocking Momma's favourite jewels.
Next time t'will be a different tale,
D'you think they'll let me write from jail.

OBITUARY
J. Lewis Milligan was a frequent visitor to the Club
health kept abreast of all the artistic developments
May 1st he died at the age of 85. One of the oldest
country he had been contributing notes and anecdotes
end.

and in spite of his failing
of his fellow members. On
working newspapermen in the
to publications right to the

In his career, Mr. Milligan had been reporter, editor, poet, dramatist, press agent,
and for the past two decades had conducted his own public relations bureau.
He wrote There's a Voice in the Wilderness Crying for the United Church Hymnary also
included in the Baptist Hymn Book; a play Judas Iscariot, produced many years ago;
the lyrics for a light opera, The Dream Pedlar, which was produced in England in
1938; and several volumes of verse. He won the Henman's Prize Medal for lyrical
poetry in 1910.
Born in Liverpool, Mr. Milligan was a graduate of the University of Liverpool. He
began his writing career while in the contracting business in England by contributing
to local papers. He came to Canada in 1911.
He was a lay pastor on the Methodist circuit in Actinolite for two years before
becoming editor of the Peterborough Review. In 1914, he joined The Globe as
military correspondent at Camp Borden and later became an editorial writer. In
1922 he left to do public relations for the Church Union campaign.
In 1925, he became a member of The Mail and Empire staff doing special writing, and
later did public relations work for the Ontario Department of Mines for eight years.
His last newspaper job was as editor of the Stratford Beacon-Herald from which he
retired in 1937.

NOTICE
As a result of the election held on Saturday evening, May 13th, 1961, the following
constitute the Executive Committee for the ensuing year:
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Members:
Arthur Ament
Roy Austin
Donald A.J. Byers

Robert Christie
Stan Cooper
William Duthie

Ian P. Cameron
Walter Coucill
Philip T. Clark
Fred W. Kemp
Reg Heal
Anthony Muntzer
Fred Shaw

Fred Silvester
H. Oswald Stacey
John W. Wevers

-8THE LIBRARY
Two very worthwhile items have recently been added to the music section of
the library. The first of these, by Helmut T68hi3aa, music librarian for the CBC
is titled History Of Music In Canada. This book brings together for the first
time in a large-scale unified study an impressive amount of well-documented information regarding Canadian musical history. The achievements of Canadian
musicians are set down as part of a continuous narrative. There is an excellent
selected bibliography. The second music book is Canada's Story In Song. It contains 73 songs arranged into 14 sections in rough chronological order. Notes by
Edith Fowke accompany each song, and at the back of the book are to be found such
appendices as a book list,
a record list,
choral arrangements, and a list
of
sources.
One of the songs recently featured so successfully in the Klondike
Party was taken from this book; we refer to "When The Ice Worms Nest Again".
For the Reference shelf there has been obtained a truly comprehensive work
on the visual arts titled The Praeger Encyclopedia Of Art. This survey covers
painting, sculpture, architecture, and crafts from earliest times to the present
day. The book is divided into eight sections, each with its own glossary of
technical terms, artists, etc. Termed a venture in international publishing,
the book was made possible by joint efforts in England and America; it was
printed in Germany, and contains 192 plates in full colour and 416 illustrations
in monochrome.
To the Canadiana shelf has been added A Historical Atlas Of Canada, a
work sponsored by the Canadian Historical Association. There has been no
historical atlas of Canada since L. J. Burpee's went out of print. Physical
features including relief are shown on most of the maps and in as pictorial
a fashion as possible. Statistical diagrams and charts are included, and a
final section of this interesting book summarizes the main economic and political
trends since 1867 to the present.

Bill Howard has given to the library a very fully-illustrated booklet
titled Toronto, Canada's Queen City. It contains hundreds of the "latest"
photographs illustrating all phases of the city's life in the year 1912.
H. B.
Harold Hinton is making a good recovery after an operation.
seeing him at lunch soon.

We'll look forward to

Ian Campbell has returned to Toronto after some years in England and is at 143
Cadorna Avenue.
Rai Purdy has moved to Vancouver where his address is Purdy Productions Ltd.,
CHAN-TV, Box 4700, Vancouver 3.

CONVERSATION, FOOD AND DRINK
A happy noon-hour combination . . . with high or low calorie content. Join the
"regulars" for lunch at the Club, at least twice a week. 'Twill help wipe that
red-ink-look from the treasurer's face.
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October, 1961

Because this is the first monthly letter of the current 1961-62 season
the Editor may be pardoned for a bit of sermonizing.
During the year, in addition to providing the luxurious amenities of
the Club, there are occasions when the Executive calls on the rest of
the members for assistance. August as the present Executive is, they
cannot do all the jobs necessary for the rounded club life. An appeal
therefore is made to help swell the choir which performs so nobly at
Christmas time and at the Annual Meeting. It is not necessary for you
to be a Caruso, neither need you feel that your talents are too small.
So let's get some new blood into the choir so that some of the faithful ones can be supported.

0

Another great need is for volunteers to help on the occasion of the
big nights when such extravaganzas as Yukon Night are put on. Sets
required for these shows just don't grow on trees. It's really fun
associating with the great artists of the Club and being given the
privilege of filling in their deft outlines. Carpenters, general
handymen and all sorts of odd people are required on these occasions.
Lastly, don't forget the Editor when you do something splendid for
humanity or distinguish yourself by growing the largest petunia in
the block. The Monthly Letter does not subscribe to A.P., C.P. or
Reuters - we just have to rely on our members.

An exhibition of small paintings by members is gracing the walls of the hall following
a long period of bareness that rivalled Mother Hubbard's cupboard. It is good to see
such a splendid show that was selected by Stanley Cooper and hung with care and consideration. Among those showing were: John Grier, John Morrow, A.Steven, Jack French,
Harry Ross, Yvon Doucet, Percy Tacon, Al Collier, D. Fraser, Eric Heathcote,
W. Tucker, John Secord, W. Coucill, Frank Denton, Os Stacey, A.A. Beemer, Louis Keene,
A Det Voss. A critical analysis of the show is beyond this writer's ability, but in
general terms the pictures displayed high talent and careful execution. - They were
bright and were obviously painted for enjoyment.
Maugham fans will remember his story in THE SUMMING UP about his temporary young lady
secretary whom he sent home the first week-end with the script of CAKES AND ALE with
instructions to look it over and see if it was ready for the publisher, and how she
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misunderstood his intention and brought it back to him severely revised and edited
and with many helpful suggestions for improving his writing.
A sequel to this story is provided by some recent correspondence between Mr. Maugham
and I.B. (Dick) Lucas. On July 14th, 1961 Dick wrote him as follows:
Dear Mr. Maugham, - Two years ago I took the liberty of asking you for a message
to be pasted in a copy of OF HUMAN BONDAGE I was sending to a young Russian girl
who had been my interpreter on a tour of Russia.
You may recall that I asked you to inscribe on your personal
notepaper "something to this effect" and went on to draft a message of some sixty
words. I then reminded you of your story in THE SUMMING UP beginning - "I have
never had but two English lessons ... " - and told you that you had now had a third
but that if you felt you could improve on my draft message you were free to do so.
To my delight you wrote me enclosing a message in your own
hand in which you copied, word for word comma for comma, exactly what I had written.
Not only was my young Russian friend overcome by your kindness
but you have provided me with a story that never fails to click. It goes something
like this.
The subject of plagiarism comes up - or if it doesn't I have
various ways of guiding the conversation in that direction - and I mention casually
that I was once plagiarized by Somerset Maugham, C.Litt. This causes newspapers to
be lowered and magazines to be laid aside.
"Yes, he copied sixty words of mine down to the last comma and
signed his own name to it." Then, after a pause to allow my audience to digest
this sensational charge, I tell the circumstances.
I have told this story so often that I can imagine my friends
saying - "Oh you met Lucas, did you; did he tell you his Maugham story?"
Unfortunately my sole claim to fame as a humorist and raconteur
rests on this single uncorroborated story and I can't help thinking how easily
My Story might be discredited if some unkind person were to point out that no one
had ever seen this alleged document. After all, Moscow is a long way to go for
corroboration.
Being already deeply indebted to you I hesitate to make a
further request but if you would be so kind as to write at the foot of this sheet
of paper - I won't dictate it this time - a confirmation of my claim I can go on
telling My Story to the end of my days and go down to posterity as the only person
who was ever plagiarized by Somerset Maugham.
Yours sincerely, I. B. Lucas.
The requested confirmation duly arrived with a pleasant letter from Mr. Maugham thanking Dick for his "amusing letter".
Surely a confirmation also of Mr. Maugham's well
known kindness and youthful spirit of fun despite the heavy burden of his eighty-seven
years and failing health.

Welcome to new member John R. L. Sidgwick, F.R.C.O., organist and choirmaster
St. Clements Anglican Church. He is also Chorus Master of the Mendelssohn Choir no mean job seeing that he not only has to train the choir but has to hand the choir
on a platter to the Conductor.

We learn that Reginald Stewart is now living in California and is consequently
a non-resident member. We cannot think of a better place to be a non-resident in.

-3Here is an invitation from the President of the Women's Musical Club of
Toronto (Mrs. Van Snell) of special interest to older members who want something
to do. - Just join the club - men can be associates - it says. - Concerts are
generally held in the afternoons - in the Eaton Auditorium, just a nice stretch
of the legs after lunch. For full details you had better phone Dr. F.V. Van Snell
who happens to be the President's husband and the first male member of the W.M.C.
of Toronto.

Ettore Mazzoleni has just been elected an Honorary Fellow of the Royal
College of Music, London. The award of the fellowships, which are limited to 50,
is made by the council of the college and must have the approval of the president,
the Queen and the Queen Mother. Congratulations to "Mazz" from us all.

Lacey Amy spent the summer in Greece and Turkey. - He went from Athens to
Istanbul by a magnificently appointed Italian ship. He endured temperatures of
1060 which he really prefers to Canadian summers.

"Ned" Corbett seems to be always in the news. He has completed the
biography of Dr. Sydney Smith which will be published on the occasion of the
opening of the Sydney Smith Arts Building shortly. Later on, in October he will
be made the recipient of his fifth Honorary Doctorate of Letters degree - this
time from the University of British Columbia. He has also been asked to address
the Convocation - a double honour.

At the Couchiching Conference on "Diplomacy in Evolution" the Rev. Shaun
Herron was chairman of the programme committee and James George, High Commissioner
for Canada, Ceylon, was chairman of one of the plenary sessions. Incidentally the
Georges were the subject of an interesting profile in the Globe and Mail wh~ile they
were vacationing in Toronto.
William S.A. Dale has been appointed assistant director of the National
Gallery of Canada after having been director of the Vancouver Gallery for the past
two years.
Dr. Donald Fraser has won the Borden Award of the Nutrition Society of
Canada for his research work on rickets in children.
Summer listeners on CBC enjoyed many treats from Tommy Tweed's "Grab-Bag"
and Dean Hughes set something of a record by having written "The Craigs& for 22
years, the scripts being the equivalent of 50 to 60 medium-length novels.
John Renouf has returned to Toronto from New Zealand and is living at
58 Grenoble Drive in Don Mills.
Another distinguished member of the Club has taken up a summer residence
in the Newcastle area - Fred Kemp.

S

Ruggles George tells of a barber in town who displays a picture of the
Taj Mahal. - In order to explain its importance the barber tells onlookers that
it is the Casa Loma of India.

We are indebted to Wentworth Walker for the following communication which
arrived too late for the summer letter.
"Having in mind the Club Monthly Letter some reference to the following
may be of interest. I have just finished reading a most delightful biography of
Flora Robson by Janet Dunbar, published last year, and on page 60 she refers to
Flora Robson taking part in the original productions at The Playhouse in Oxford
during the early 1920's; Tyrone Guthrie was one of the Company. The first production was Shaw's "Heartbreak House", and
'Shaw came to the last performance and the audience called on
him for a speech. He went on to the stage, and said he was very
reluctant to make a speech because he had thought the production
was terrible. With the exception of Earle Grey, who played
Captain Shotover, none of the actors had got near the characters'.
Several further quite delightful references are made to Earle Grey, one with
reference to his astonishing memory.
'On one occasion, however, he forgot his words in Oedipus Rex,
and without hesitation concocted other lines, keeping the metre
as he walked round the stage. Flora was prompting that evening,
and as he passed she gave him a line farther on in the text,
which he picked up at once, continuing without a pause.'
If the lives of theatrical people intrigue you at all, I recommend "Flora
Robson". "

We hear the fourth Vancouver International Festival proved the most
successful, financially and artistically, since the "showcase" for the arts
began in 1958. Congratulations to Nicholas Goldschmidt for his perseverance
and brilliant leadership.
Dave Cuchterlony was featured in a lead article in the Bowmanville
Canadian Statesman this summer. Apparently the editor visited the Ouchterlony
farm during the raspberry season and was amazed to see twelve acres of raspberry canes being picked by a bevy of Bowmanville high school girls. As the
article concluded: "One of these fine Sundays in the Fall we shall have to
visit this summer-time farmer in his other element as his raspberry-stained
fingers touch gently on the keys of the magnificent organ at Eaton Memorial
and bring to life music which will tell the story of his experiences on the
farm."
Herman Voaden has received a grant from the Canada Council to travel for
a year. - He will probably settle down in some quiet spot in Europe and write a
play.
It will be remembered that his "Emily Carr", performed in Kingston a year
ago was highly rated. Let us hope that another distinguished product from his
pen will result from this sabattical.

The man of the year, Philip Clark, has managed to smile, if wanly, at some
of his fellow members as day after day he, wearing his "faintly haggard" look (as
G. & M. reporter Ralph Hyman describes him) answers their quips concerning the
Ontario 3% Tax. An excellent picture of Philip and Hyman's article in The Globe
Magazine of August 26th gave many of us details of the business side of this efFortunately there are other facets of his career that
ficient public official.

-5might be described as more commendable with which his fellow members are more
familiar. The Opus 3% is of passing interest in the Club proper. The problem
of paying the tax on bar tickets was neatly solved by the order to pay on consumption. - Thus there are many members going around with potential tax money
every time they order a strip of tickets. Until the meal prices rise there's
no tax on them and if, in the inevitable spiral of higher prices, meals do cost
more, we shall pray to the right Allah for a correspondingly higher exemption.
Alan Fleming has done it again. The recipient of international awards
for typography his entry was judged the best in the Commercial Printing division
This was for his ingenious
of the Rolland annual competition TYPOGRAPHY '61.
symbol for the Canadian National Railways - you know that squiggly C that turns
itself into an N before you can say "Jack Robinson".

OBITUARIES
The Club lost a good friend this summer in the passing of
Stuart Thompson. Always an interesting Luncheon companion
his modesty belied his great knowledge of the outdoors. Jim Baillie who writes
the Wildlife column in the Globe and Mail had this to say about Stuart.
Stuart Thompson

"It is doubtful if anyone did more to stimulate an outdoors interest
on the part of Torontonians than Stuart Thompson, who died June 23
at the age of 75.
A past president of the Toronto Field-Naturalists' Club, for many years
nature instructor at Taylor Statten's boys camp in Algonquin Park, and
one-time director of the nature study course at the University of
Toronto Extension, Mr. Thompson was widely known through his lectures
and outings.
Self-taught and an outdoorsman only by hobby, he spent all his leisure
in the woods and fields, and possessed the happy faculty of being able
to inspire others in his favorite pursuit.
Mr. Thompson was the author of two books, Eighty Land Birds to Know
(Book Soc. of Can. 1958) and Outdoor Rambles (Longmans, Green, 1958)
and was, at the time of his death, working on a book on mammals.
A sales representative at Brigden's Ltd. from 1922 to the time of his
sudden passing, Mr. Thompson often remarked that he spent more time on
his hobby than most men spent at their business.
Stuart Thompson was born in Toronto in 1895, and at the age of 14, he
set out from Huntley Street bridge and made his first hike up the Don
Valley, following the Old Belt Line railway line, into country made
famous years before by his uncle, Ernest Seton Thompson, several of
whose popular nature books dealt with his experiences in the Don,
notably Two Little Savages and Red Ruff the Partridge.
Stuart began his natural history diary and his collection in 1902 and
both of these he built up and maintained throughout his long life. In
addition to birds, he made a collection of plants, insects, mammals,
shells and photographs, which he used in his lectures and at the
boys' camps.

-6Unlike most present-day naturalists, his interests were general and
there was nothing living in the fields, woods or marshes which did
not catch his quick eye.
And he passed along his knowledge freely, entertainingly, and with
enthusiasm. He made a profound impression on all his listeners and
readers, including one who, at the age of 16 first came under his influence, and has since for many years been writing this column."

Allan George a former member from 1912 to 1932, Toronto Architect, died in Toronto
July 25th at the age of 86. He was born in England. Mr. George was
the younger son of the late Sir Ernest George, RA. He studied architecture at the
Royal Academy and for a time was apprenticed to his father. He came to Canada in
1911, became associated with the firm of Darling and Pearson, and in 1913 started
his own practice with Walter Moorhouse, a partnership held until shortly before
his death.
Mr. George designed several churches, among them Christ Church, Deer Park, Yorkminster Baptist Church and Erskine United Church. His firm was associated with
Sir Giles Scott in building Trinity College Chapel and was also responsible for
additions made to Trinity College and the erection of St. Hilda's College on
Devonshire Place.
He had served as an officer with the Canadian Railway Troops in the First World
War.
He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects in 1930 and
Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada in 1944. Earlier this year
he was made an honorary life member of the Ontario Association of Architects.
Gordon West, 74, Toronto architect, died in Toronto on August 6th.
"Mr. West was born in Toronto and attended Jarvis Collegiate Institute.
He obtained his architectural training through apprenticeship, later
taking examinations. He became a Fellow of the Royal Institute of
British Architects and a Fellow of the Royal Architectural Institute
of Canada. He was president of the latter institute from 1932 to 1934.
Mr. West worked with Darling and Pearson, architects, then went into
partnership with Molesworth, West and Secord, later formed West and
Switzer. During the First World War he served overseas with the
Queen's Own Rifles of Canada and the Royal Canadian Engineers.
He designed the War Amputations of Canada building on Wellesley St.,
and in association with the late Mr. Secord the E.R. Wood and Milton
Cork residences. He earlier had done work on the buildings of the
Young Men's and Young Women's Christian Association."
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Everybody's in a rut! It's
ridiculous I They have all been doing the same old
thing and it looks right now as if they're going to keep on at it. Goldschmidt
hacking away at the Vancouver Festival. Mazzoleni and Barbini going to Batter
the poor old Bride at O'Keefe's. Healey Willan still wandering (not idly) over
the keys at St. Mary's. Fred Silvester likewise at Bloor United, Charles Peaker
at St. Paul's. Take a look at George Lambert. He hasn't even knocked down a
policeman in two years. All those brilliant pupils of his. How routine can you
get?
John Hodgins with his organ all baroqued at Grace-on-the-Hill, and probably looking around for some further mischief to do such as taking his choir back to
England to sing at Westminster or St. Paul's. Walter Susskind hasn't been too
bad. He got himself a part time extra job at the City Centre Opera in New York.
I hear the pay isn't too bad for a start. Mostly night work of course. The
shifts are roughly 8:30 to 10:30 p.m.
I don't know what Ian Cameron would have done if he hadn't landed a job as
president of the Arts and Letters Club. Still with THE CHOIR. How utterly
boring. Meredith in the same boat. Believe it or not, all they have to do is
learn and relearn the following trivial items:
Berlioz', Damnation of Faust
Bloch's Sacred Service
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
The Messiah
The Passion
Kid stuff!!
Now, let's take a look at Sir Ernest MacMillan. There's a lazy one for you.
He's been on that talent show for two years and only brought out a hundred new
musicians into the public orbit. There will be a brief pause while I phone him
to find out what he really has been up to. TING- A - LING.
O my! am I ever embarrassed. The first thing I find out is that he has been
appointed President of the wonderful Jeunesses Musicales. They have a "camp" at
Morford and what they do is musically hair-raising. They introduce fresh talent
to the waiting world, but as the Indians say "and how". The most successful
artist receives a tour of fifty concerts in Canada followed by fifty concerts
abroad. The second prize is fifty concerts in Canada and $1000 for gum-drops.
Some gum-drops! He will conduct the C.B.C. orchestra in Washington at a concert
for the United Nations. They will play Brahams' No. 1 symphony which, incidentally was Dag Hammarskjold's favourite piece of music.
Geoffrey Waddington will conduct the C.B.C. Symphony on the evening before.
I'm just a teeny bit out of the rut myself, working on the Maid of the Mountains
for the Eaton Operatic Society. She is fifty one years old and a bit creaky in
divers places. However, supplied with some well placed dabs of rouge and a few
stabs of lipstick we promise to have the old girl just as bright and sparkling
as when she first saw the lights of London in 1910.
There's going to be a lot of killing at the O'Keefe Centre this month.

Tosca,

Carmen, Lola and Camio are all sharpening their blades in readiness to restab
their loved ones. Roly Pincoe would like to stab the miscreant who gave him a
back seat for the Bartered Bride. I believe most of the Royal Alexandra customers
had to take "a back seat" when they were given what was left over from the O'Keefe
regular subscribers.
Reginald Stewart has returned to the United States and he has joined the staff of
the Conservatory at San Francisco along with Piattagorski. I think that appointment will be much more in keeping with his stature as a musician, and we wish him
well.
Apropos of a recent broadcast in which Dr. Leslie Bell quizzed me about absolute
pitch, I have just made a world-shaking discovery - all crickets chirp in the
key of D natural. I make this bold statement fully realizing that any challenger
will have to wait until next summer to test me out, and by that time I may have
fled the country.
Don't forget Walter Susskind and his cohorts Damning Faust this month at Massey
Hall.
Leslie Bell (Mus.Doc.) will be in Buffalo in December to conduct the New York
All State Festival Chorus. This choir is made up of 200 selected singers from
all over the State of New York. On the programme is Healey Willan's Hodie Christus
Natus Est, and a new work by Dello Joio. By the way, Les wrote the pageant "The
Glory of Canada" which was produced by Jack Arthur on the C.N.E. Grandstand Show.
The audience gave it a huge ovation. I did too.
John Adaskin addressed the York Concert Society recently and gave a clever and
interesting talk on "listening to contemporary and electronic music". I'll
go
along with him and listen to any contemporary music by any live musicians, but
having attended an electronic concert with Naomi Adaskin I should be found dead
at another. I have been exposed to several decibels since and my feelings are
the same. As canned music, why don't we just leave it where it belongs - in the
can. I will say, though, Johnny can sure talk convincing like.
What might be regarded as something of an Arts & Letters Club wedding took place
in mid-July. John Tudor Pemberton married Primrose Coulter on the Primrose
Island, Dahwamah, in Lake Joseph. The groom is grandson of the late Carl Pemberton,
a gentle and genial participant in many Club activities for many years. He is
therefore a nephew of Carl's son-in-law, a past president of the Club, Walter
Moorhouse.
The bride is John Coulter's elder daughter, and niece of the late Norman
Macdonnell of the Ontario Supreme Court whose vivacity and wit enlivened the
Club in years gone by.
Toastmaster at the ceremony by special request of the bride who has affectionately
known him as Uncle Mazz since her infancy on the island, was Club past president
Ettore Mazzoleni.
John Coulter's old friend and colleague, that man of varied attainment and renown
and now an Honorary Life Member of the Club, Merrill Denison, brought his wife Lisa
to the wedding reception and on, afterwards, to the island.
Both bride and groom had just emerged from their four-year incarceration at the
Ontario College of Art and had, therefore, been subjected to the attentions of
various O.C.A. members of the Club until their escape at the end of last term.
John's twin brother Bob was also married this summer so that makes it a perfect
year for the Pembertons.
H.L.
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MONTHLY DINNER NOVEMBER 4TH
Fresh from raking leaves, end of season gardening or even triumphant from one last
game of golf, members gravitated to the Club eager for wassail to begin. After
the processional ceremony of induction of the elements, led by the President,
members fell to until the gong announced dinner. The worthy abbot, Prof. Wevers,
pronounced grace and the dinner was on.
The President welcomed the large number of members present especially Sid Howard
- looking young as ever. He regretted the absence of Napier Moore who had attended the Club earlier in the week, whose enlivening propensities would have provided
extra entertainment.
Reg Heal, chairman of the Entertainment Committee, introduced Harry Maude who sang
delightfully Folk Songs set to music by Healey Willan. These were received with
much appreciation. Henry Atack was the competent accompanist.
Harry Ross, subing for A. Y. Jackson, spoke of his (Harry's) collection of A.Y.'s
pictures which decorate the Hall this month. Harry read extracts from a letter
from Jackson excusing himself from attendance.
"I get so much mail I haven't time to write to my friends. Just answered
one from a lady whose grandparents lived in a house across from the one
I was born in seventy-nine years ago. Did I know them? Another one
from a boy who wanted to know if I admired Tom Thomson more than the
other members of the Group of 7. Now I have to waste a lot of time on
this bloody sales tax. The only way I can paint is to hide in the woods
and even there my hostess at Combermere uses me as a show-piece and invites her friends to go sketching with me. A week ago there was a mother
superior, two other nuns and two other ladies. Also a birthday party for
me - forty-eight guests. Now I am to be judge - a poster contest Nov. 7.
Then trip to Toronto, guest speaker at Women's Art Association Nov. 8th,
then an address at East York Library ... Have to be back here the 12th
then to Sarnia the 24th and Cowansville Dec. 2nd. Once in a while I
paint a picture.
Sorry I cannot be in Toronto Nov. 4th but will try to be at the Club
while I am in Toronto."
What the Ross household must look like with all these pictures absent simply
staggers the imagination! Perhaps they are plastering the whole works.
The story Harry told - with extreme modesty - was how he came to be privileged to
accompany A.Y. on many of his sketching trips in the Algoma district from 1955
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to 1960. He pointed out certain pictures which recalled to him the particular
occasion when Jackson painted them. We saw vividly the picture of a virile
enthusiast trudging through the thick Canadian bush, knapsack and art materials
on his shoulders to record in colour the landscapes for which he is famous.
To complement the talk we were shown two National Film Board documentaries, one
on A.Y. Jackson and the other on Tom Thomson. - These were both handled with
skill and understanding - the colours were breath-taking. The films were expertly shown, without a hitch by Bob Christie.

A most hearty welcome to the following new members of the Club - the largest
number at one sitting:
Raymond Walters - Artist
A. Keith Morrow - C.B.C. Director
George Prokos - Writer
Jack Dawkins - Writer
John N. Staples - Designer (incidentally one of three
3rd generation members of
the Club)
Wallace P. Gillespie - Writer
John P. Kidd - Asst. Director University Extension,
University of Toronto
Dr. Murray G. Ross - President, York University

Some members are just holding their breath these days as they await the outcome
of the case of the Indians at Brantford who refused to pay the Ontario 3%o Retail
Sales Tax. One member stated with irrefutable logic that if the Canadian Indians
do not have to pay, the Arts and Letters Club will also be exempt:
"Are we not,"
he said, "affiliated with the Savage Club?"
Herman Voaden writes from Paris that he and his wife following an orgy of playgoing are going to spend the winter months at Menton on the French Riviera. These
poor Canada Council beggars I. Extracts from a bulletin just received from him
will bear out what we have said.
"In the 7 days I saw 9 productions ... two of them double bills: The best
of all was our second (Saturday, Sept. 30th) in which we saw 3 off-Broadway
productions down in the Village - at 3:00, 7:00 and 10:30 p.m. 1 In the
zany, surrealist vein we saw a new comedy by Arnold Weinstein "Red Eye of
Love" - and what is, to me, the greatest of the lonesco plays "Rhinoceros".
Then there were 2 disturbing "expressionist" pieces by the 'black magician'
of France, Jean Genet - "The Balcony" and "The Blacks" - mingling illusion
and reality like images in a row of parallel mirrors. We saw 2 of Samuel
Beckett's controversial "anti-dramas" - "Krapp's Last Tape" starring Donald
Davis, and his latest "Happy Days" (this latter is almost a monologue by
the heroine, who is buried to her waist in desert sand in Act I and to her
neck in Act II). But it was good theatre. There were 3 savage satires by
the brilliant young American, Edward Albee (none of them full-length) "The Death of Bessie Smith", "The Zoo Story", and "The American Dream"
In the latter 2, comedy deepens in horror in a frightening way. We were
at the Broadway opening of "The Caretaker" by Harold Pinter, one of the
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beautifully played,
mentally unbalanced brothers and a mangy old vagrant ...
funny, and deeply moving. Finally, on our last night ashore, a different
kind of play-going - a theatre party with our hosts, Dr. and Mrs. Frey, to
the tuneful and colorful "Carnival".
We had never seen Portugal, and the 2 days in and around Lisbon were exciting. There were memorable sights - the lovely Royal Palace and Gardens at
Queluz, the wildly romantic Pena Palace perched on a mountain peak, the
beach and casino at Estoril, the dream-like gardens at Montserrate, and the
architecture of the great age of discovery in the Monastery of Jeronimos
(with the ship's rope, the global symbol, and the Cross enriching the blended
Moorish and Gothic styles). But it is not so much the sights one remembers
- short, dark and animated, who can only have one set of
as the people
political opinions. There were the ordinary folk in the shops, or streaming
past us in the Roccio Square that first morning where we sat having coffee
at an outdoor cafe after a week at sea, or in the two cafes we visited that
night completely caught up in their fado singers and in the folk songs and
dances from many parts of the country. There were the rich, living in their
big gardened villas in the suburbs, some of whom we saw dining in the Seteais
And there were the poor, the city poor in their
Palace (turned luxury hotel).
dingy room-holes as we drove by .. and the country poor trudging beside their
burdened donkeys in the high villages on the shoulders of the big hills looking out toward the blue Atlantic.
I remember such vistas as strongly and clearly as my impressions of the
people. Another vista was the sight of the city spread out far below and
around us from the park beside the tiny Church of Our Lady of the Mountain especially at night when thousands of lights spangled the dark hills and shone
Our Lisbon experience
in the towns and villages across the gleaming Tagus.
was repeated in 5 more ports. We reached them in the early afternoon (Gibralter,
Palermo, Genoa) or came on deck in the morning to an unfamiliar harbour (Naples,
Cannes). This is only one kind of travel, I know; but it has a romantic truth
for me - to be set down suddenly in another maze of streets to shop and drink
and eat with the people - to savour, if only briefly, the quality of their
lives - and then to leave, quietly, in the night, with your memories!
And such memories!
- the hot sun on the parched fields of Spain as we drove
around the bay to Algeciras; Gibralter and its harbour, the bay, and the distant Spanish mountains from the terrace of the Rock Hotel; the fountain in the
cloister at Monreale outside Palermo; shadow and sunlight on green shores and
blue mirroring sea on the Sorrento-Amalfi drive; the Genoese hurrying by under
the galleries of the Via XX Sept. It is hard to say whether the going or the
coming is more stirring. You draw away from port with your heart and mind
You watch the lights that shine on the Tagus
crowded with these memories.
shore or within the big looming shape of Gibraltar fade and disappear. The
night wind over the waters is cold, your ship moves on into black mystery.
But equally thrilling is the approach, with high hopes, to each harbour - to
each new adventure.
From the deck at noon you see the mountainous cliffs that
guard the western sea-lanes to Sicily and Palermo; across stormy waters you
approach Genoa, Columbus' port; at last you are anchored in the bay at Cannes,
and the sunlight showers on the fabled coast. Your sea journey is done!"

-4We were glad to receive the following letter from Roby Kidd and take this opportunity of thanking him for his thoughtfulness.
"Since I expect that I was the only Club member present when Ned Corbett
gave the Congregation Address at the University of British Columbia, I
feel I should give you a brief eye-witness report. While Ned was full
of penicillin taken in the hope of warding off flu, he was in splendid
form. He surprised the august body by admitting that he was terrified
at being a congregation speaker (rarely in academic affairs does anyone
admit to such human failings as terror) and then helped them see with
his own eyes what it had meant to countless people during the pioneer
days in Alberta to have a university paying some attention to their needs
for education and beauty.
Since I have now taken up duties in Ottawa as Scretary-Treasurer of the
Humanities Research Council and also of the Social Science Research
Council (does that sound impressive enough) I cannot get into the Club
as often as I would like.
I have just returned from Alaska where I served as Chairman of a four-man
commission reviewing the work of the University of Alaska in Arctic Research, to men serving in a hundred military and alert stations and to
Indians and Eskimos. We travelled 7000 miles within Alaska, including
a tour of an ice-island in the Arctic, a floating laboratory. The University has just engaged its first professor who is an Eskimo, Ronald
Senungetuk, a magnificent sculptor. We may soon begin to hear again of
the art of the Alaskan Eskimos; they have maintained their techniques
but design has been corrupted by tourist demands."

Latest news from Bill Hogarth is that he is enjoying a forced rest by virtue of
an extraordinary accident that befell him. It seems that he was browsing in one
of his favourite book stores when he spied a particularly rare volume on an upper
shelf. Nothing daunted he mounted a stepladder to get a closer look. Alas he
lost his balance and came crashing down - result: a broken knee cap - no precious
volume and a few weeks in a cast. In Bill's case it was an occupational hazard.
Our good wishes go to him and a fervent hope that he will try the lower shelves
in future.

John Coulter's Oblomov was produced early this month in C.B.C.'s Montreal studios
under the production of Rupert Caplan. It was the subject of a critical analysis
in the C.B.C. Times.

Belated congratulations to Prof. W. G. Raymore, A. Gresley Elton and A.P.C. Adamson
on becoming Fellows of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada.

We hear that Harley Parker of the Royal Ontario Museum spent a busman's holiday
visiting museums in England and France during the summer. On September 30th to complete the record - John Fleetwood-Morrow acted as critic and friendly advisor to the numerous photography fiends of the Club. The idea was to project
on the screen one or two favourite shots and expose them (get it?) to John's
professional attention. This he proceeded to do with helpful suggestions. It

-5should be mentioned that Stan Cooper's underwater shots were voted outstanding
not only by the members present but by the maestro himself.

Dr. David Pratt, we are glad to report, is now safe at home following a six-week
stay in the hospital (unfortunately as a patient) and is recovering rapidly. We
hope to see him soon at the Club again.

William Thompson, tenor soloist at Glenview Presbyterian Church, tells us that
the Canadian College of Organists once a year has a special day to draw attention to church music and compositions by Canadian composers. His church was
chosen this year on November 19th for celebrating the event. Several Club members
were represented either by works performed or by soloists. These included
Sir Ernest C. MacMillan, H. G. Langlois, Walter MacNutt, John G. Weatherseed and
Dr. Healey Willan. William Thompson was prominent in tenor solos.

OBITUARY
To record the passing of Irwin H. Forster because of its suddenness is a most
difficult task. A great worker in the Club for many years, Irwin went up north
for a quiet week-end and suddenly collapsed after a brief walk. We who saw a
great deal of Irwin - for he was a most regular attendant at lunch - never failed
to notice that he was always doing things for people. Whether it was some aspect
of Club financing, a labor problem, or a technical detail concerning his consuming
hobby - photography - he was always on the giving end. Many will recall his faithful attendance at Club special events where he so often was door ticket seller.
From his father-in-law he inherited very special camera equipment which he learned
to use and he advanced the art of photography especially in the fields of colour
and enlarging.

THE

LIBRARY

A beautiful book, titled Indian Art in America, has been chosen because
it contains so much excellent reference material and so many illustrations in
vivid colours. The text was prepared by F. J. Dockstader, Director of the Museum
Of The American Indian, and the book was printed in Holland for the New York
Graphic Society. There are 248 reproductions of photographs, most of which were
taken specially to illustrate this book.
The Encyclopedia Of Concert Music is an attempt by its author to collate
within a single volume all such information about serious concert music as will
enrich the listening experience of concert goers and record collectors. In addition to covering composers, performers, terms, history, and theories of music,
the book includes selections on literary and artistic sources of music, special
articles, and a 12-page list of selected readings.
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An unusual book, titled Motopia, was obtained for the Architecture
shelf because it is such a fascinating study of the evolution 6f urban landscape.
The author, G. A. Jellicoe, refers to the book as "the diagram of an idea", and
has chosen as the site of his exercise a section of the Green Belt surrounding
the city of London. The book contains a great many illustrations, some of which
are reproductions of reality, others of fanciful designs.
Four recently-acquired books deal with the fields of painting and
sculpture. These are: 100 Modern Foreign Paintings, a book illustrating some
of the works owned by the Tate Gallery; Modern Painters And Sculptors As
Illustrators, published by the Museum of Modern Art; The National Gallery, a
book devoted to many of the works to be found in the London gallery; Impressionist
Paintings In The Louvre, a book with numerous illustrations in excellent colour.
Some illustrated catalogues recently obtained from art galleries include
the following titles: Recent British Sculpture; Mexican Art; The Royal Academy;
Fourth Biennial Of Canadian Art; New Spanish Painting.

xxxxxxxx

George Renison has donated to the Club library a handsomely-bound book
titled Peter Carl Faberge; the illustrations present a record of the work of
this master jeweller.
Bill Hogarth has given - as an addition to the "Members"
shelf - a copy of Verse And Verse by Walter Bowles.

H.B.

